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The Catholic Church Is an Impotent Performative Theology That Has Done Tremendous Damage to the 
Church of Christ, along with the Mormons and Jehovah’s Witnesses 

 
The other day, I was in one of those old Spanish mission cathedrals, and the bouncers at the front told 
us we couldn’t go in because they were in the middle of a service.  Now, this is because the Catholic 
church is a performative religion that has rotted from the inside out, corrupted by those within power 
many centuries ago.   

 
As far as I can tell, the Vatican is a state-sponsored child sex trafficking ring.  The damage they have 
done to the mission of Christ with their overt corruption and perverse actions could never be 
overstated.  They are a force for evil and have been a haven of demons and vipers for a long time.   

 
Speaking of Vipers, have you ever seen the inside of the Vatican? 
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Look Familiar? 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Now the serpent was more crafty than any of the wild animals the LORD God had made. He 
said to the woman, “Did God really say, ‘You must not eat from any tree in the garden’?” 
Genesis 3: 1 

 
The statue at the Vatican behind the Pope sitting on his throne is a miscarriage of beauty and a demonic 
abomination that no person in their right mind would ever commission: 

 

 



Their obsession, and indeed, even worship of Mary is completely ridiculous and unfounded in any 
Biblical principles whatsoever.   

Jesus’ Mother and Brothers 

While Jesus was still talking to the crowd, his mother and brothers stood outside, wanting to 
speak to him. Someone told him, “Your mother and brothers are standing outside, wanting to 
speak to you.” 
 
He replied to him, “Who is my mother, and who are my brothers?” Pointing to his disciples, he 
said, “Here are my mother and my brothers. For whoever does the will of my Father in heaven 
is my brother and sister and mother.” 

 
Matthew 12: 46-50 

 
It’s clear from this passage that venerating Jesus’ mother on a deistic level as the Marian Catholic cult 
does goes strictly against his teachings, and the whole idea is quite simply absurd from a Christian 
perspective.  Indeed, when you look into it more closely, you will find that Catholic Marian worship is 
simply a resurrection of Venus worship, and other paganistic Goddess cults like that of Aphrodite.   
 
Ever heard of the Rosary?  Did you know that the rose is explicitly linked to the cult of worship 
surrounding the deity Venus? 
 

Venus was the Roman Goddess of love, sex, and fertility, and her symbol was the rose.  

 

 
That being said, I do think the Miracle of the Sun and the Secrets of Fatima are veridical events. 

 
The Miracle of the Sun also known as the Miracle of Fátima, is a series of events reported to 
have occurred miraculously on 13 October 1917, attended by a large crowd who had gathered in 
Fátima, Portugal, in response to a prophecy made by three shepherd children, Lúcia Santos and 
Francisco and Jacinta Marto. The prophecy was that the Virgin Mary (referred to as Our Lady of 
Fátima), would appear and perform miracles on that date. Newspapers published testimony 
from witnesses who said that they had seen extraordinary solar activity, such as the Sun 
appearing to "dance" or zig-zag in the sky, careen towards the Earth, or emit multicolored light 
and radiant colors. According to these reports, the event lasted approximately ten minutes. 

 
Estimates of the crowd on that day vary from 30,000 to 100,000, and it was certified by bishops, the 
papal legate (representative of the pope), priests, a cardinal, the pope himself, along with thousands of 
people, among them professional scientists and researchers.   
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Wikipedia describes the event as follows: 

Descriptions of the events reported at Fátima were collected by Father John De Marchi, an 
Italian Catholic priest and researcher. De Marchi spent seven years in Fátima, from 1943 to 
1950, conducting research and interviewing the principals at length.[24] In The Immaculate 
Heart (1952), De Marchi reported that, "[t]heir ranks (those present on 13 October) included 
believers and non-believers, pious old ladies and scoffing young men. Hundreds, from these 
mixed categories, have given formal testimony. Reports do vary; impressions are in minor 
details confused, but none to our knowledge has directly denied the visible prodigy of the 
sun."[25] 

 
De Marchi authored several books on the subject, such as The True Story of Fátima. They 
include a number of witness descriptions. 

• "The sun, at one moment surrounded with scarlet flame, at another aureoled in 
yellow and deep purple, seemed to be in an exceedingly swift and whirling 
movement, at times appearing to be loosened from the sky and to be approaching 
the earth, strongly radiating heat." —  Dr. Domingos Pinto Coelho, writing for the 
Catholic newspaper Ordem.[26] 

 
• "... The silver sun, enveloped in the same gauzy grey light, was seen to whirl and 

turn in the circle of broken clouds ... The light turned a beautiful blue, as if it had 
come through the stained-glass windows of a cathedral, and spread itself over the 
people who knelt with outstretched hands ... people wept and prayed with 
uncovered heads, in the presence of a miracle they had awaited. The seconds 
seemed like hours, so vivid were they." —  Reporter for the Lisbon newspaper O 
Dia.[25] 
 

• "The sun's disc did not remain immobile. This was not the sparkling of a heavenly 
body, for it spun round on itself in a mad whirl when suddenly a clamor was heard 
from all the people. The sun, whirling, seemed to loosen itself from the firmament 
and advance threateningly upon the earth as if to crush us with its huge fiery 
weight. The sensation during those moments was terrible." —  De Marchi attributes 
this description to Dr. Almeida Garrett, Professor of Natural Sciences at Coimbra 
University.[27] Theologian Father Stanley L. Jaki wrote that it was actually given by 
Dr. José Almeida Garrett, a young lawyer, and is often mistakenly attributed to his 
father, a professor of natural sciences at the University of Coimbra,[16] named Dr. 
Gonçalo de Almeida Garrett.[28] 
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Now, this is a very strange event, made even stranger by the fact that it was prophesied by three 
shepherd children who claimed to have had a prophetic Marian vision.  In this vision, they were told 
three secrets, the third of which has never been fully revealed by the Vatican, though they may claim 
otherwise.  This all took place a little over a hundred years ago, in 1917, just after the false flag sinking of 
the Lusitania, which would usher humanity into the Three World War conspiracy that we are currently 
in.   

 
The main point you can take away from the two publicly revealed secrets is that they warned of Russia 
spreading her errors across the world if she was not consecrated to the Church.  Russia was not 
consecrated, and suffered devastating effects from atheistic revolutions that very same year that left 
her population decimated and cities reduced to ruin, along with most of the rest of Europe.   
 
The effects of World War I also saw massive geopolitical shifts like the Balfour Declaration, negotiated 
by the Rothchild family, which led directly to the fulfillment of Biblical prophecy in 1948 with the 
creation of the State of Israel, placing the world firmly at the beginning stages of Christian 
eschatology.  Indeed, the world did not heed the warning of Fatima, and we will soon see the conclusion 
of this story.  Russia, especially today, is exceeding even beyond the wildest expectations in spreading 
her errors around the world, as we draw nearer to World War III every day.  

 
The existence of this conspiracy that controls every facet of our existence is manifest, obvious, and has 
been in existence for at least a century.  In that time, the world has seen unprecedented changes and 
we are currently hurtling at lightspeed towards World War III, another false-flag like 9/11, and the real 
beginning of the end. 

 

 
 
Today, American agents showed up in Milan, and “arrested” the son of a Russian governor.  Now this is 
just ridiculous - we can’t just go around like some kind of global vigilantes in sovereign countries 
abducting foreign nationals.  I believe this is called "poking the bear".  Really, starting to carry out 
paramilitary kidnapping operations on the children of powerful Russians in other countries like Italy is 
such a spectacularly bad idea that it could only be the product of the usual suspects - the Synagogue of 
Satan. 

 
Yesterday, the media could be found enthusiastically wagging the dog like usual, parroting Pentagon 
scripts about Iranians who are now fighting with Russia in Crimea.   

 
Washington — The White House said Thursday that the U.S. has evidence that Iranian troops 
are "directly engaged on the ground" in Crimea supporting Russian drone attacks on Ukraine's 
infrastructure and civilian population. 

 
If you don’t see where this is going, you haven’t been paying attention at all for the last hundred years 
or so.  A new false flag will happen soon, and we will be inexorably drawn into a horrifically destructive 
conflict that will cause the utter collapse of society as we know it.   
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From the ashes, the Luciferian Synagogue of Satan and their minions in the government, Freemasons, 
and other various sycophantic groups plan to resurrect an impermeable biosecurity state - vaccine 
required, of course.  Of course, we know from Revelation that this plan will not come to fruition, but will 
end in Judgment Day, where each gets a fair recompense for his thoughts, beliefs, and actions.   

 

 

 

The plot thickens. Today, the president of Ukraine accused Russia of plotting to blow up a dam that is 
three kilometers wide and would flood several villages and up to hundreds of thousands of people.  

 
Interestingly, Zelensky accused Putin of planning a “false flag” style event. 

 
President Volodymyr Zelensky of Ukraine has warned that Russia was preparing a “false flag” 
operation to blow up a large hydroelectric dam in the south of the country, potentially flooding 
80 towns, villages and cities, including the strategically important city of Kherson.   

 
Now, who’s false flagging who?  The people who did 9/11, or the guy who blew up a bunch of 
apartments and blamed it on the Chechens to get into power?  Oh wait, they’re all in on it together - 
and we get the short end of the stick every time.   

 
More than two decades ago, a series of deadly apartment bombings, purportedly by separatists, 
drew Russian troops into war. Then-Prime Minister Vladimir Putin’s popularity surged in the 
wake of his response to the terrorist attacks. He soon became Russia’s president. 

 
In the many years since 1999, allegations have lingered that the attacks on Russian civilians 
were actually a “false flag” carried out by forces loyal to Putin, blamed on Chechen militants to 
ensure his grip on power. For many in the Russian opposition, the apartment bombings were to 
Putin’s Russia what the Reichstag fire was for Nazi Germany. 

 

Putin’s false flag apartment bombings bear the clear signature of the Synagogue of Satan’s classic style 
of deceptive and highly destructive false flags against their own citizens.  The crazy thing is that up until 
recently, the general public was completely unaware of the concept of "false flags" and would angrily 
deny that such a thing could ever be true, even though there are so many documented examples of 
them and it's really such a logical, powerful, and obvious idea. This shows their complete lack of 
understanding on human nature, geopolitical functions, and real-world power plays. 
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Let’s take a look at one of Daniel’s prophecies, the Little Horn Prophecy.  Daniel outlines a complex 
series of visions involving various “beasts” which can be seen to accurately represent the kingdoms of 
the Earth that came after his time, itself a remarkable prophetic feat.  These beasts, the same as 
mentioned in the imagery of Daniel’s interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream of the statue, are as 
follows: the Babylonian-Chaldean empire, the Medo-Persian Empire, the Greek Empire, and the Roman 
Empire.  This is already a highly complex, historically accurate, and verifiable prophecy; however, we can 
find many more layers within these prophecies.   
 
One example of this is a sub-prophecy of a “Little Horn”, generally recognized as representing the Holy 
Roman Empire.  Some of the evidence of this is that in the sequence of events of the “Little Horn’s” 
victory as described is congruent with the victory of the Holy Roman Empire over the other three 
“horns”, which can be seen as the three Goth tribes that dominated Rome in the fifth century, the 
Heruli, the Vandals, and the Ostrogoths.  
 
Historical records reveal the papacy officially began its reign in 538 A.D. upon Emperor Justinian's 
decree.  In History of the Christian Church Vol. 3, we read, “Vigilius...ascended the papal chair (538 A.D.) 
under the military protection of Belisarius."  We read in Ministry Magazine, “In 538 A. D., the pope and 
the church were liberated, and reunited to the imperial state as one ‘little horn.’“ 
 
Furthermore, this study from the International Journal of Humanities and Social Science, titled, 538 A.D. 
and the Transition from Pagan Roman Empire to Holy Roman Empire, confirms 538 A.D. as the date of 
the creation of the Holy Roman Empire and the Roman Catholic Church. 
 
The Roman Catholic Church is, and was, a corrupt and compromised institution, responsible for many 
heresies and abominations in its time.  Some examples of this are when at the Council of Toulouse in 
1229 A.D., papal church leaders ruled: "We prohibit laymen possessing copies of the Old and New 
Testament ... We forbid them most severely to have the above books in the popular vernacular…The 
lords of the districts shall carefully seek out the heretics in dwellings, hovels, and forests, and even their 
underground retreats shall be entirely wiped out." In addition, in 1763, Lucius Ferraris stated, “The pope 
is of so great dignity and so exalted that he is not a mere man...he is as it were God on earth, sole 
sovereign of the faithful of Christ, chief of kings, having plenitude of power. 
 
Thus, the prophecy is that this “Little Horn”, the Holy Roman Empire, would rule over God’s people and 
commit many blasphemies, such as the above, for “a time, times and half a time”, when it would then 
suffer a grievous wound.  In Biblical prophecy, a time is equal to a year, a times is equal to two years, 
and half a time is equal to half of a year.  As usual, each day represents a prophetic year, and each year 
is 360 days.  Thus, we must multiply 3.5 by 360, which gives us 1260 years.  
 
If we look forward in the historical record by 1260 years from the year 538 B.C., we end up in 1798 A.D., 
when a French general under Napoleon imprisoned the pope, the head of the Catholic Church- an 
integral part of the "little horn".  According to the World History Project, “General Berthier marched to 
Rome, entered it unopposed on 10 February, 1798, and, proclaiming a Roman Republic, demanded of 
the Pope the renunciation of his temporal authority. Upon his refusal he was taken prisoner.”  This 
constitutes the prophetic fulfillment of Daniel’s “Little Horn” prophecy." 

 

 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Daniel%208&version=KJV


The Catholic church is an abomination, and no sane person should support them.  Christian churches are 
hardly better these days, as they have also become impotent, weak, and performative.  Too many 
churches easily bowed down to Nebuchadnezzar’s statue and closed their doors at the slightest hint of 
pressure from the government when the state-sponsored false flag event of “Covid” was used to strip 
people of their rights, freedoms, and bodily autonomy over a virus with a 1% mortality rate.  The Covid 
false flag also ushered in a biosecurity state, enforced through doctors, mandates, and willing citizens, 
that has now witnessed the implementation of the Mark of the Beast - an injectable type of gene 
therapy. 

 
My advice - read your Bible, don’t add anything to it or take anything away, and place your full trust in 
the blood of Jesus Christ.  Seek Him, and you will be found.  

 

 

Don’t even get me started on Mormons or Jehovah’s Witnesses.  Catholics - I think, for the most part, 
will still be saved despite the grave error of their ways, because they do openly proclaim Jesus as 
Lord.  Besides, I am not the judge - only God is.  

 
Now this whole Mormon thing is the most ridiculous thing I’ve ever heard of.  Joseph Smith was a 
known conman who most likely bribed some people into starting a fake religion with him.  He was 
arrested 42 times, mostly for various types of fraud, and was “subjected to 30 criminal actions in his 
life”.  His gamble played out well, as the Mormon church functions successfully as a mafia, controlling 
and dictating the financial future of over 15 million people. 

 
His story is ludicrous nonsense.  How any rational person could fall for this farce of a theology is beyond 
my understanding.   

 
The Golden Plates: 

 
According to Latter Day Saint belief, the golden plates (also called the gold plates or in some 
19th-century literature, the golden bible)[1] are the source from which Joseph Smith translated 
the Book of Mormon, a sacred text of the faith.[2]  

 
Smith said that he found the plates on September 22, 1823, on a hill near his home in 
Manchester, New York, after the angel Moroni directed him to a buried stone box. He said that 
the angel prevented him from taking the plates but instructed him to return to the same 
location in a year. He returned to that site every year, but it was not until September 1827 that 
he recovered the plates on his fourth annual attempt to retrieve them. He returned home with a 
heavy object wrapped in a frock, which he then put in a box. He allowed others to heft the box 
but said that the angel had forbidden him to show the plates to anyone until they had been 
translated from their original "reformed Egyptian" language. 
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Smith dictated the text of the plates while a scribe wrote down the words which would later 
become the Book of Mormon. Eyewitnesses to the process said Smith translated the plates, 
not by looking directly at them, but by looking through a transparent seer stone in the bottom 
of his hat.[5]  

 
Smith published the first edition of the translation in March 1830 as the Book of Mormon, with a 
print run of 5,000 copies at a production cost of $3,000 (or 60 cents per book). 
Smith eventually obtained testimonies from 11 men who said that they had seen the plates, 
known as the Book of Mormon witnesses.[6][7] After the translation was complete, Smith said 
that he returned the plates to the angel Moroni; thus they could never be examined. Latter 
Day Saints believe the account of the golden plates as a matter of faith, while critics often assert 
that either Smith manufactured them himself[8] or that the Book of Mormon witnesses based 
their testimony on visions rather than physical experience. 

 
So you’re telling me that nobody else saw the “Golden plates”, “reformed Egyptian” isn’t even a real 

language, and he used a literal hat trick and “seer stone” to come up with his “Book of Mormon”.  Give 

me a break. 

 
For more, check out this .PDF, The Truth About Mormonism 

 

 

 

Jehovah's Witnesses commit several serious blasphemies and, arguably, blasphemy of the Holy Spirit in 
many of their beliefs, since they deny the divinity of Christ.  Here’s a neat link with 10 anti-Biblical 
Jehova’s Witness beliefs that contradict the Bible and the Word of God. 

 
Be not fooled by these wolves in sheep's clothing.  Stick to you, your Bible, Jesus Christ, and God, and 
you’ll be ok.  And like I said - don’t take anything out of the Bible and don’t add anything in.  If you’re 
making up your own wild exegesis of the Bible, you’re doing it wrong.  
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Rant #2.) Apocrypha is Not a Valid Source for Biblical Arguments 

 
I’ve noticed a recent trend of people citing Apocryphal books and disingenuously not pointing out that 
they’re doing so.  Those who are unfamiliar with the Bible might not be able to recognize Apocryphal 
books like Thomas or Esdras.  This leads them on the incorrect path, and potentially to destruction. 

 
Christians need to avoid straying outside of the Bible the way it is. There are 66 books for a reason (see 
In Defense of the Apostle Paul for more), and the text of the Bible as it is contains what could essentially 
be called literary sacred geometry in the form of Equidistant Letter Spacing codes that prove 
supernatural authorship of the Bible.  These codes necessitate divine intervention, and are impossible to 
have been faked, especially given that they came together over about 1600 years.  

 
Don’t add or take away from the Bible.  Remember Jesus’ words in Revelation: 

 
And if anyone takes words away from this scroll of prophecy, God will take away from that 
person any share in the tree of life and in the Holy City, which are described in this scroll. 

 
This could easily be extended as a mandate towards the Bible as a whole.  Don’t risk it. 

 
It’s also a dishonest and disingenuous way to find sources that support controversial viewpoints, such as 
this verse from the apocryphal Gospel of Thomas in which Jesus appears to advocate violence: 

 
Jesus said, "Blessed is the man who recognizes [which] district the brigands are going to enter, 
so as to arise, gather (the forces of) his domain, and arm himself before they enter." 

 
Teaching this as Christian Canon leads people down a dangerous and destructive path and is 
intentionally deceptive.  The church needs to avoid starting to commonly cite Apocrypha, although just 
as the Catholic Church retains some value, there is some valuable material within them and they are 
well worth reading.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Rant #3.) The Most Shameful, Cowardly, and Brainwashed Generations in History 

 
The anthem of the baby boomers, and indeed all generations after them, should be I’m Only Sleeping, 
written by John Lennon: 

 
When I wake up early in the morning 

Lift my head, I'm still yawning 
When I'm in the middle of a dream 

Stay in bed, float up stream (float up stream) 
Please, don't wake me 

No, don't shake me 
Leave me where I am 

I'm only sleeping 
Everybody seems to think I'm lazy 
I don't mind, I think they're crazy 

Runnin' everywhere at such a speed 
'Til they find there's no need (there's no need) 

Please, don't spoil my day 
I'm miles away 

And after all 
I’m only sleeping 

  
Time to wake up from your slumber!  Under your nose, an insidious and malevolent conspiracy 
spearheaded by the Synagogue of Satan, an international organized crime syndicate responsible for 9/11 
and almost every other major atrocity of the 20th century, has placed the world in a 
stranglehold.  Political, economic, and social reins are being pulled so tightly that they will snap.   
  

 
  
To close, here’s another fun excerpt from Silent Weapons for a Quiet War: 

 
 
Preface 
 
 
Conspiracy theories are nothing new to history. Plots to "kill Caesar" and overthrow 
Rome abounded, for instance. however, it is seldom that concrete clues to such plots 
come to light, and are generally known. 
 
 
Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars, An Introduction Programming Manual was uncovered 
quite by accident on July 7, 1986 when an employee of Boeing Aircraft Co. purchased a 
surplus IBM copier for scrap parts at a sale, and discovered inside details of a plan, 
hatched in the embryonic days of the "Cold War" which called for control of the masses 
through manipulation of industry, peoples' pastimes, education and political leanings. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B09dKTRT89RDZ3Y5TEdWOG1SY0dWcEdOZ3pudTBzQQ/view?resourcekey=0-A_8BJ15xWtJUOSbid0ZFSg


 
 
It called for a quiet revolution, putting brother against brother, and diverting the public's 
attention from what is really going on. 
 
 
The document you are about to read is real. It is reprinted in its virgin form, with 
diagrams, as a touch of reality. 
 
 
Economic Shock Testing 

 
In recent times, the application of Operations Research to the study of the public 
economy has been obvious for anyone who understands the principles of shock 
Testing. 

 
In the shock testing of an aircraft airframe, the recoil impulse of firing a gun 
mounted on that airframe causes shock waves in that structure which tell aviation 
engineers the conditions under which some parts of the airplane or the whole 
airplane or its wings will start to vibrate or flutter like a guitar string, a flute reed, 
or a tuning fork, and disintegrate or fall apart in flight. 

 
Economic engineers achieve the same result in studying the behavior of the 
economy and the consumer public by carefully selecting a staple commodity such 
as beef, coffee, gasoline, or sugar, and then causing a sudden change or shock in 
its price or availability, thus kicking everybody's budget and buying habits out of 
Shape.  They then observe the shock waves which result by monitoring the changes in 
advertising, prices, and sales of that and other commodities. 

 
The objective of such studies is to acquire the know-how to set the public economy into a 
predictable state of motion or change, even a controlled self-destructive state of motion which 
will convince the public that certain "expert" people should take control of the money system 
and reestablish security (rather than liberty and justice) for all. When the subject citizens are 
rendered unable to control their financial affairs, they, of course, become totally enslaved, a 
source of cheap labor. 
  
Short List of Outputs 
 
 
Outputs -- create controlled situations -- manipulation of the economy, hence 
society -- control by control of compensation and income. 
Sequence: 

 
10. allocates opportunities. 
11. destroys opportunities. 
12. controls the economic environment. 



13. controls the availability of raw materials. 
14. controls capital. 
15. controls bank rates. 
16. controls the inflation of the currency. 
17. controls the possession of property. 
18. controls industrial capacity. 
19. controls manufacturing. 
20. controls the availability of goods (commodities). 
21. controls the prices of commodities. 
22. controls services, the labor force, etc. 
23. controls payments to government officials. 
24. controls the legal functions. 
25. controls the personal data files -- uncorrectable by the party slandered. 
26. controls advertising. 
27. controls media contact. 
28. controls material available for T.V. viewing 
29. disengages attention from real issues. 
30. engages emotions. 
31. creates disorder, chaos, and insanity. 
32. controls design of more probing tax forms. 
33. controls surveillance. 
34. controls the storage of information. 
35. develops psychological analyses and profiles of individuals. 
36. controls legal functions [repeat of 15] 
37. controls sociological factors. 
38. controls health options. 
39. preys on weakness. 
40. cripples strengths. 
41. leaches wealth and substance. 

 

 

 

This plan is well underway.  Take heed and surrender your life to Christ, as the time of this world is 
drawing to a close.  By the way, there's no rapture coming to save you.  
 
However, we can take heart.  God has created an amazing, mind-blowingly intricate and cool plan here, 
and we are watching it finally come to fruition.  Like Paul says, rejoice, always rejoice.  There's no one 
that is more worthy of love and worship than the Creator God as shown to us through the Bible, and his 
son Jesus Christ, who suffered and died for us on the cross.   
 
Death has been conquered, and it holds no fear for us.  The Bible holds the ontological and 
epistemological high ground over atheists or any other religion, and what it says is the best news ever 
told to mankind. 
 
 
 

https://twowitnessesofrevelation.blogspot.com/2022/01/the-more-rational-worldview-section-iv.html


God had high hopes when he sent his son, even though he knew what would happen.  
 

“Glory to God in the highest, And on earth peace, goodwill toward men!” 
 
Now, who's fault is this mess around us: God’s or Satan's?  It's a trick question, it's plain and simple our 
own fault.  As far as we know, every murder, every rape, every torture, all the horrific acts we see 
around us on a mass scale every day, were committed exclusively by human hands.  
 
These people are sleepwalking into a trap from which there is no way out.  
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